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THE CENTER FOR ITALIAN MODERN ART (CIMA) ANNOUNCES NEW EXHIBITION 
BRUNO MUNARI: THE CHILD WITHIN  

 
OCTOBER 6TH 2022 - JANUARY 14TH 2023 

 
CURATED BY NYC-BASED AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR STEVEN GUARNACCIA 

 
 

 
 

Patellani, Federico. Bruno Munari nella sua abitazione, Milano, 1950 Federico Patellani © Archivio Federico Patellani 
- Regione Lombardia / Museo di Fotografia Contemporanea, Milano-Cinisello Balsamo 

 
 
September 7 - For its Fall 2022 season, the Center for Italian Modern Art (CIMA) will present Bruno Munari: 
The Child Within, an exhibition exploring the work of the protean multidisciplinary Italian 20th century 
designer through the lens of his innovative books for children. Though the intended audience for Munari’s 
children’s books is, indeed, children, many of the experiments that Munari conducted with light, 
transparency, pierced surfaces and paper mechanics, that eventually resulted in some of his most iconic 
design objects, were first explored in the commercial and experimental books that he made for children. 
Munari was also an indefatigable teacher, in books, essays, workshops and lectures, and many of his 
children’s books may be seen as giving corporeal form to his lessons. The exhibition will be open to the 
public from October 6th, 2022 - January 14th, 2023.  
 
Bruno Munari: The Child Within is organized in collaboration with Corraini Edizioni, under the patronage of 
Istituto Italiano di Cultura, New York. 
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Featuring approximately 130 books, objects and artworks from archives, museums, galleries and private 
collections, Bruno Munari: The Child Within is curated by Steven Guarnaccia, professor Emeritus at 
Parsons School of Design and an author and illustrator of books for adults and children focusing on design 
and culture. Guarnaccia lectures widely on experimental children’s books and has contributed to 
international design publications including Domus and Abitare, as well as creating illustrations to 
accompany the exhibition, Achille Castiglioni: Design! at the Museum of Modern Art. He collaborates 
regularly with Corraini Edizioni, the principal publisher of Bruno Munari’s books. 
 
The exhibition will include avant-garde constructivist books from the Adler Collection, which had a formative 
influence on Munari’s work. It is possible to browse through the pages of these books digitally through a 
QR code available at CIMA. Stories in other books in the exhibition are available in audio format. The 
exhibition will also create a dialogue between the various areas of Munari’s creative practice and draw links 
among diverse areas of activity, including lighting and furniture design, collage, sculpture and various print 
technologies, including photography, xerography and book making. Munari delighted in using 
unconventional materials in his books, including metal, thread, plastic, various textiles and found objects 
and he didn’t limit himself to any one style or formal language. The exhibition aims to facilitate conversations 
among artists and designers from across disciplines and cultural contexts. 
 
This simultaneously playful and thought-provoking exhibition will be held at CIMA (421 Broome Street, 4th 
floor, New York, New York, 10013) and is open to the public on Fridays and Saturdays by appointment.  
 
The themes of the exhibition will extend both to its robust slate of public programs and to events, including 
lectures, concerts, screenings, and activities for students. Details of public programs will be announced in 
the coming weeks. CIMA’s exhibitions result from the curator’s deep knowledge of the selected topic, but 
also function as a catalyst for new research by CIMA’s international fellows who gain and share new insights 
on the show’s themes with the public.  
 
The fellows’ research will be included in CIMA’s accredited academic online journal, Italian Modern Art 
following the exhibition’s run (www.italianmodernart.org/journal). CIMA’s international fellows for Bruno 
Munari: The Child Within will be Margaret Scarborough and Giulia Zompa. 
 
This exhibition is made possible with support from Sonus faber, an Italian heritage audio brand based in 
Vicenza, Italy. 
 

 
 

Libro illeggibile N.Y.1 (1953) Bruno Munari. Image courtesy of Andrew Kreps Gallery, New York.   
   kaufmann repetto, New York / Milan, and Repetto Gallery, London. 
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Guardiamoci negli occhi (Look into my eyes). Bruno Munari © Corraini Edizioni 
 

 

 
 
Ricostruzione teorica di un oggetto immaginario (1969). Image courtesy of Andrew Kreps Gallery, New York;  
kaufmann repetto, New York / Milan, and Repetto Gallery, London. 
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ABOUT THE CURATOR STEVEN GUARNACCIA: 
Steven Guarnaccia is an author and illustrator and Professor Emeritus of Parsons School of Design. He 
was formerly Op-Ed art director of the New York Times. His work has appeared in major magazines and 
newspapers including the New York Times and Rolling Stone and he has been a regular visual 
commentator for design publications including Abitare, Domus and Metropolitan Home. He has created 
murals for Disney and exhibition drawings for Achille Castiglioni: Design! at the Museum of Modern Art. He 
is the author of books on popular culture and design for Chronicle Books, including Black and White and A 
Stiff Drink and a Close Shave. He has designed watches for Swatch and greeting cards for the Museum of 
Modern Art, won awards from the AIGA, the Art Directors Club, and the Bologna Book Fair and has had 
one-man shows internationally. His children’s books include his fairy tales about design, Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears: A Tale Moderne, The Three Little Pigs: An Architectural Tale and Cinderella: A Fashionable 
Tale, all published by Corraini and Abrams. His latest book is Butterflies, Snails and Little Worms, about 
pasta names, published by RaumItalic. His exhibition, Fatherland, was shown at the Hamelin Gallery and 
has traveled to the East London Comic Arts Festival, the Barcelona FLIC festival, the Ministerium fuer 
Illustration/ Berlin, the Tabook Festival in the Czech Republic and to Yui Gallery, NY. 
 
ABOUT CIMA:  
Founded in 2013, CIMA is a public non-profit dedicated to presenting modern and contemporary Italian art 
to international audiences. Through critically acclaimed exhibitions—many of them bringing work to U.S. 
audiences for the first time—along with a wide variety of public programs and substantial support for new 
scholarship awarded through its international fellowship program, CIMA situates Italian modern art in an 
expansive historic and cultural context, illuminating its continuing relevance to contemporary culture and 
serving as an incubator of curatorial ideas for larger cultural institutions. CIMA works to add new voices to 
scholarship on modern Italian art with annual fellowships that open fresh perspectives and new avenues of 
research. A visit begins with a complimentary espresso, followed by an informal exhibition tour with one of 
the resident fellows. Visitors are welcome to linger for additional viewing and conversation. 
  

 
 
 
 
 

CIMA ON THE WEB: 
Website | Facebook | Instagram | Twitter | Vimeo | LinkedIn 

  
PRESS KIT: 

https://shorefire.com/roster/cima 
  

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT: 
Mikaela Duhs / Shore Fire Media / mduhs@shorefire.com 

Rebecca Shapiro / Shore Fire Media / rshapiro@shorefire.com 
 
 
 
 
 

                                


